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Development of an On-board Survey Guidebook building on existing transit survey white paper and other current documents.

“There was then discussion about development of a survey workbook that would highlight issues, lessons learned, etc. to which other practitioners can refer.”

*Taken from November 9, 2010 MTF Transit Committee minutes*
Proposed Response

- Transit
- On-board Survey resource

FSUTMSONline.net

Welcome to the official web portal for Florida Transportation Modeling.

This web portal is maintained by the Systems Planning Office of the Florida Department of Transportation. It is designed to serve as a central location for the exchange and sharing of data, information, and ideas among the transportation modelers in Florida. We hope you will find it useful and visit often.

Wednesday, April 21, 2010
Panhandle Transportation Applications and FSUTMS Users' Group

The Panhandle Transportation Applications and FSUTMS Users' Group resides in the Panhandle of Northwest Florida. We represent sixteen counties, four MPO/TPG Urban areas, and two Planning Councils. Due to the location and distance of the members, we would like to begin scheduling meetings quarterly using the “GotoMeeting” software. We would like to schedule these meetings during and around the lunch hour beginning at 12:30 p.m. EDT and lasting approximately 1 to 1 1/2 hours. Conducting the meetings during this time of the week should allow more users to...
Proposed Response (Cont’d)

Resources

• Transit Survey White Paper
• Sample Surveys
• Regional/MPO level documentation
• Links to FTA guidance
• Other resources
Discussion

- Demand for resource consolidation
- Need to go further
- Solicitation for materials